Abstract: As human beings and artists, what we produce, as well as our own selves, are visibly influenced by a complex ensemble of processes that take place around us and, in time, we can actually be regarded as their result. This evolutionary principle also applies to the role that body expression has in the wide specter of arts, including in dramatic dance and dramatic theatre. All along the XXth century and up until the first decade of the XXIst century, new performative genres have developed, for example, under the influence of political, social and cultural theories and philosophies. The result was the evolution of numerous alternative forms, supported by revolutionary theories in the dramatic field and by new approaches towards performance. Among these, we can find concepts like physical theatre, total theatre and dance theatre, all of them focusing on body expression. A notable aspect of these changes is the fact that they share the recurrent idea of a fusion between different artistic forms, incorporating dance, dramatic play and other theatrical elements in the creative processes and their outputs.
contemporary in an age of globalization? When people discuss about contemporary art or theatre, they often refer to the latest developments in these fields, by contrast with "modern art" that mostly refers to the early XXth century's avant-garde. This discussion also represents a way to avoid the debates regarding various periods and schools, such as the the opposition between modern and postmodern or dramatic and postdramatic theatre. The contemporary is caught between the past and the future. It can be seen as something that has just replaced the past and, therefore, constitutes a burning present. It can also be imagined as something that is soon to be replaced, even though we have no notion of when and by what.
In most cases, we believe that contemporary theatre refers to a form, an aesthetic, a practice that stems from a rupture, a changing point, a period or an experience that are yet to be overcome or questioned. But anyone who tries to define a contemporary aesthetic or art will have to face the impossibility of drawing a list of criteria.
As human beings and artists, what we produce as well as our own selves are visibly influenced by a complex ensemble of processes that take place around us and, in time, we can actually be regarded as their result. This evolutionary principle also applies to the role that body expression has in the wide specter of arts, including in dramatic dance and dramatic theatre.
All along the XXth century and up until the first decade of the XXIst century, new performative genres have developed, for example, under the influence of political, social and cultural theories and philosophies. The result was the evolution of numerous alternative forms, supported by revolutionary theories in the dramatic field and by new approaches towards performance. Among these, we can find concepts like physical theatre, total theatre and dance theatre, all of them focusing on body expression. A notable aspect of these changes is the fact that they share the recurrent idea of a fusion between different artistic forms, incorporating dance, dramatic play and other theatrical elements in the creative processes and their outputs. However, this perspective is not a ground rule in the scholar and artistic environments where there is still a general, rigid delimitation between dance and theatre, which visibly reflects in different and contrasting methodologies for certain elements such as physical training. We can often find substantial differences in theories on body training for performative expression used in dance and theatre schools. I find this opposition to be very curious and the present study is partly due to my attempts to understand the nature and causes for this dichotomy.
One of the great mottos of postmodernism in dance has been: fusion of forms, structures and ideologies. One of the features of the postmodern world is hybridization -the encounter between tradition and novelty, the removal of the boundaries between popular culture and high art, the development of interdisciplinary areas and the juxtaposition of diverse cultures. Efforts undertaken to highlight the cultural specificity and undermine cultural hegemony have led to new approaches to writing and teaching history. We no longer believe in the idea that a fully objective individual could build up stories by simply telling the "facts"; the facts must be selected and organized in a frame to be interpreted. Moreover, we understand history by reading the accounts of several authors and their interpretations of factual information. As we do not expect to learn about a single history from a single source, we do not even expect to teach it from the perspective of one person or one culture.
What does "contemporary" or "modern" mean today when it comes to dancers, choreographers and artistic directors? Is it a matter of semantics, training or technique? Style? I do not think there is any clear distinction between the two. I think it's an extension of classical ballet. Although there were connotations of the term "contemporary", I think of it as having many forms and lines of classicism, while the modern one would have a more earthly basis. Now that we have perspective, you can compare it with modern art and the modernist movement. Choreographer and dancer Martha Graham was a modernist in the style of her dance. Graham's technique was based on the opposition between contraction and release, a concept based on the breathing cycle, which became a "mark" of contemporary dance forms. Another dominant principle was the "spiral" of the trunk around the axis of the spine. Graham's technique is known for its unique dramatic and expressive qualities and distinctive floorwork (powerful, dynamic, jagged and filled with tension). Every generation throws out the work of the generation before them, meaning the titles keep changing. Is there going to be a post-contemporary dance? I heard a new label recently: The post-post-postmoderns are calling themselves the independents.
Postmodern means literally: modern. Modern dance was revolutionary in terms of classical dance, postmodern dance opposed modern dance again. Postmodern dance is the new dance that emerged after modern dance. In fact, it is the last major movement that has been given a single name and a stamp, although it contains many different visions and approaches to dance... Modern dance has seen a lot of currents and names starting with Isadora Duncan's free dance, up to the expressionism of the German school emphasizing the feelings transmitted through dance (a representative being Mary Wigman), from Martha Graham and the expression of "psychology of pain" to Doris Humphrey, supported by Jose Limon in the technique of working with imbalance (falls, returns). It continues with Graham / Ailey / Horton / Limon, and then begins to transform into postmodernism, with choreographers such as Merce Cunningham and Paul Taylor. A remarkable name that makes the transition to the postmodernist rupture is that of choreographer Merce Cunningham, who used dance as an instrument to present stories, emotions, thoughts. He develops what we call "abstract dance" today.
We can analyze the work of choreographer Merce Cunningham, who often collaborated with composer and musician John Cage. John Cage revolutionized modern music, changed composition approach, and destroyed divisions between different artistic production areas. Cage's systematic denial of the relationship between sound and sense opens the way to a new artistic avant-garde, which he does not create just in itself, but through what he is. Cage's work highlights the conventions used in music production. Freeing the music from any association with narrative or emotional expressiveness and forcing the audience to listen in a new way. At the same time, Cunningham's extraordinary contribution to dance, the movement left to function as such, gave the dance an autonomous status that had not previously been seen. By presenting the human movement as a physical fact, rather than as an evanescent medium through which to express ideas and feelings, Cunningham gave the body sensuality and intelligence. Moreover, the use of various compositional methods, including random techniques, reveals the whole range of syntactic possibilities for the organization of dance. Like Cage's music, Cunningham's dances have articulated statements detached from any recognizable symbolic land. They describe the unique message of the body -its own power to express itself. Most often, it is the means or instrument of an inner subject that communicates by movement about feelings, intimate desires, status, class, or degree of physical fulfillment, to name just a few of the possibilities. Cunningham's dances expose bodies to space and time, never revealing human motion as a meaningless practice.
How could the postmodern impulse of "representing the fiction and fiction of representation" be applied to contemporary dance? Certainly, postmodern tendencies were found in the early 1960s transgression investigations of the Judson Church Group, but these dances showed so much iconoclastic febrility for classicism, romanticism, modernity, even for the way Cunningham used the virtuosity of the dancer, that contributions to the effective form of a new kind of dance is questionable. However, there are some choreographic manifestations, based on Judson's experiments, which establish a postmodern tradition of dance (reaction to the compositional and presentation constraints of modern dance). Postmodern dance hailed the use of everyday movement as valid performance art and advocated unique methods of dance composition. Postmodern dance claimed that any movement was dance and that any person was a dancer, whether they had training or not. The main thrust of the postmodern movement was from the 1960s through to the 1970s. It was relatively short-lived, however the choreography techniques and methods are still being used in contemporary choreography today. Many postmodern dances are designed in an open form associated with naturalism. Dances prove that what is happening on the stage is not a reality, that we only see a dance that may seem like a visual accident, framed by the edges of the scene as if by chance. Dance could continue backstage where we cannot see it anymore. The structure consists of an idea, followed by another, then another, with backslides behind; if the spectator would cease to look for a minute, or two, when they were to come back, they would have lost nothing relevant, since there is not much to be understood by repeating the same motifs three or four times, and the development of dance is not a cumulative evolution from a dramatic, narrative or formal point of view.
Although most theories suggest that postmodernism is a phenomenon with a major impact on all aspects of contemporary cultural production, there are still people who think about dancing in completely different terms. The audience's expectations are manifested in a number of ways that we might describe this way: performers comment on dances as they happen, and dances are created for the dancer's pleasure, regardless of whether the piece presented is accessible to the viewer. The choreographic structures are made visible and real time is used, which has the effect of flattening the dynamics and wiping out any suspense that might result from the dramatic processing of the temporal structure. The intertextual references of postmodern dancers are often influenced by their interest in cultural fusion, the mix of ideas, movements and music from different parts of the world. In the absence of a good understanding of postmodernism, viewers may feel distraught when confronted with how artists are challenging traditional aesthetic standards.
I wonder if, in the effort to avoid what we think of as pandering, we have thrown out the very values to which audiences respond. What are we doing when we make dances, and what do we hold important? Why do we show our work? What is the place of dance in today's culture? Are we teaching our art into a corner, or opening it to the world? How does what we teach matter? These are critical questions for us, as artists and teachers. Support from one another is important for growth, necessary to survival, and much appreciated by those of us who make dances. But if support given dutifully, without real curiosity, is all we have, we need to consider why this is the case. If, in the long run, we decide we want to make a stronger connection with the culture around us, it may be wise to open up to our audience's experience, to start asking questions of ourselves, not lose sight of why we create dances and, perhaps, to rethink the art that we create.
Thus, the intellectual appeal of postmodern ideas is often more stimulating to dance writers and choreographers than is the actual choreography that emerges from these ideas, which has led to a somewhat surprising success for some very experimental work. Moreover, when discourse and writing about choreography become as important and interesting, or more so, than the choreography, a phenomenon of media celebrity is created, divorced from the experience of the dance work itself. There were several key pioneers of the postmodern dance movement. Three are of particular significance. Anna Halprin based her choreography on real experiences, not classical works. Her group, the San Francisco Dancers' Workshop, usually avoided traditional technique and often performed outdoors instead of on a conventional stage. Another modern dance pioneer, Robert Dunn, believed that the process of art was more significant than the end product. Merce Cunningham experimented with the relationship between dance and music and created choreography that was unrelated to the music it was accompanied by. Several dancers who studied under these three choreographers revolutionized dance by creating their own movement. In 1962, these dancers formed a collective to perform dance experiments that rebelled against modern dance traditions. They practiced and performed at New York's Old Judson Church, and took the name Judson Dance Theater. Other key postmodern dance artists: Trisha Brown -first to defy gravity with her choreography by using harnesses to make dancers "fly" and walk down walls. She also favoured using alternative spaces for performances, including rooftops. She featured unusual and startling contexts for the human body and fluid, unpredictable movements. Steve Paxton -famous for creating contact improvisation.
Yvonne Rainer challenged the idea of dance needing to be theatrical and dramatic and experimented with mundane performances. Simone Forti experimented with animal movements and featured dancers who spoke aloud during performance. Twyla Tharp utilised gestural movement and improvisation. She linked her work back more closely to contemporary performance that we are familiar with today. Dance can be anything; even everyday movement. Dance can be performed anywhere; not just a stage. Anyone can be a dancer; no formal training is required, just the desire to dance. All of the body's movements could create a dance, if placed in the right context. The creators were more "thinkers" than "dancers", focusing more on the intellectual process rather than the end result.
The Judson dancers favored combining dance with other artistic mediums, including film, photography, painting, speaking and, of course, music. Everyday movements were key to the creation of movement. The Contact Improvisation method involved two or more people moving together in almost constant spontaneous contact. Everytime they touched, their bodies would react in some way. Chance was a key method used in the structuring of postmodern dance. The idea to leave the form of a dance to chance was created by Merce Cunningham. Music was often used incidentally, and performances did not have to be in time with the rhythm or beat. This clip shows dancers in the studio experimenting with everyday actions. I'd say that what characterizes postmodernism is the utilization of pedestrian movement on sometimes nondancer performers, a more flexible movement vocabulary that doesn't really divide itself into techniques, and extensive usage of tools like props, speaking, and other unconventional things you usually wouldn't see in dance. When I think of postmodernism, I tend to think of a very large pool of material that even includes physical performance art.
From recent activities in the field of dance, it is very clear that interpretation is not a stable state, but a dynamic, complex, and intelligent system that has the ability to develop. Such concepts cause major changes in both the dramaturgic structure and the skills the interpreter needs to have. Stimulating the emergence of intelligent systems implies that the dancer possesses different and additional skills and knowledge, since the concepts of how dance can be learned and how it can be interpreted have been reinvented, redefined, or transfigured. For example, it is not enough for a dancer to have a coached body, he or she must be prepared for mental challenges, to share, to engage in the endless process of learning, to have the courage to communicate the creative process in public. Including viewers must be reeducated, or at least encouraged to move from passivity to active processing of information. In dance, I think the change is radical due to the need for creative input from both the public and the dancer. There is a set of specific rules that can be applied to each choreography, but sometimes the public on the move involuntarily imposes a certain attitude. In many of the choreographies, scenography, the
